The general S matrix of nuclear reaction is derived by the method of second quantization in order to take account of antisymmetrization of the total system. As an example of the general theory, a deuteron stripping reaction is treated. The ampliude obtained by this method is compared with those obtained by other theories in this reaction. The amplitude of this reaction is discussed for a special target which seems to demonstrate the effect of antisymmetrization most clearly. In the case of 0 17 (d, p) 0 18 the effect of antisymmetrization becomes comparable with the direct part.
(Received] anuary 29, 1959) The general S matrix of nuclear reaction is derived by the method of second quantization in order to take account of antisymmetrization of the total system. As an example of the general theory, a deuteron stripping reaction is treated. The ampliude obtained by this method is compared with those obtained by other theories in this reaction. The amplitude of this reaction is discussed for a special target which seems to demonstrate the effect of antisymmetrization most clearly. In the case of 0 17 (d, p) 0 18 the effect of antisymmetrization becomes comparable with the direct part. ~ 1. Intr{}duction Although many theories of nuclear reaction have hitherto been proposed, most of them have not taken of antisymmetrization of a total wave function based on the Fermi-Dirac statistics except for some cases in which light nuclei were treated. One of the reasons why they did not take account of the Fermi-Dirac statistics is that impractically complicated and tedious calculations were required; in other words, there was no formalism which is suitable to treat the antisymmetrization. So far as we know, however, there are no reasons to justify the neglect of the antisymmetrization.
The first aim of this paper is, therefore, to establish a general formulation of nuclear reactions which is suitable to treat the antisymmetrization. In our method we treat the nucleon as a nucleon field ancl postulate adequate commutation relations among creation and annihilation operators, so that we can introduce automatically the effect of the antisymmetrization into a reaction S matrix withou t tedious considerations. This method is familiar to us in treating meson scattering at low energies by Chew and Low. 1 ) Since Butler proposed the theory of deuteron stripping reaction 2 ), numerous theoretical studies and analyses 3 )- 34) have deen performed on the deuteron stripping or pick up reactions. They calculated the angular distribution of stripped off nucleons from the external region by the Born approximation neglecting the antisymmetrization, and reproduced the forward peak of the angular distribution. As to the backward shape of the angular distribution Owen and Madansky24) proposed the heavy particle stripping theory which gave a good agreement with Bll Cd, n) C 12 experimental data. They antisymmetrized a loosely bound neutron of Bllwith the neutron of the incoming deuteron. A question arises from their treatment of the final states; one of the states comes from a direct stripping process, the other from a heavy particle stripping process.
In the former state the residual nucleus is approximated by the target nucleus + the loosely bound proton, and in the latter by the core of the target nucleus + the bound deuteron. As they are not exactly the same with each other, we cannot expect great interference to occur between two processes. Owen and Madansky avoid this inconsis.tency by using an arbitrary parameter, but we cannot understand what their parameter means. Recently, French
27
) proposed an approximate formula for an exchange amplitude. He treats the antisymmetrization in the configuration space, but he neglects a part of the total interactions.
The Second aim of this paper is to apply our general formula of nuclear reaction to a deuteron stripping reaction and to discuss the effect of antisymmetrization.
If the deuteron energy concerned is not so low that deuteron stripping processes occur mainly in an external region, we may consider antisymmetrization only among a nucleon of the deuteron and loosely bound nucleons of the target. When the deuteron energy is so high that the Born approximation is applicable, or so low that the resonance peaks are observable, we must consider the antisymmetrization of the total system. In Section 2, we derive the general formula of nuclear reaction including elastic and inelastic scatterings which take account of the antisymmetrization. In Section 3, we apply this method to the deuteron stripping reaction generally. In Section 4, we compare the results obta.ined by our method with the results by other methods. In Section 5, we apply this method to deuteron stripping reaction of a special target nucleus at moderate energies. We select a target nucleus composed of a hard core and a loosely bound nucleon, which seems most clearly to demonstrate the effect of antisymmetrization on the angular distribution of Cd, j)) and Cd, n) reactions.
The method proposed in this may be applied to many other types of reactions and may be the first step of refinement for the theory of nuclear reactions. § 2. G Emeral formulation
We assume for simplicity that the total system concerned IS composed of N
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identical particles. The initial state is composed of two systems of A particles and B particles respectively and the final state is composed of two systems of A' particles and B' particles, where A + B= A' + B' = lV. The interaction among them is assumed to be written as the sum of two-body interactions which depends only on the relative coordinates and can be expanded in Fourier series. The total Hamiltonian of the system can be written as
As was mentioned in Section 1, it is convenient to introduce the second quantization formalism. In this formalism the nucleon field 1ft (x) and the Hamiltonian ,~ are given by ( where R means the coordinate of the center-of-mass and ( are the internal coordinates of the particles relative to it. It is natural to postulate that at t-7 -co the wave packet is very far from the origin and its internal wave function is localized around the center-of-mass; 1.e.
Then we have
In the case when, besides the system IFH<1-(A) > 0, there is another system P('> (B) > 0 whose center-of-mass is at the origin, the wave packet is expected to be 
and we have
Next we show that 1<:
> 0 approximately, and we have
From the property of (2 ·10), we see that t-~ -co K (t) becomes zero.
We consider a state in which a system of A particles with the total momentum K comes from infinity and approaches to a system of B particles at the origin and is scattered. From the equations (2 ·13), (2 ·16) and (2 ·17) we have
Similarly, we have
for the final state which consists of a system of A' particles and a system of 13' particles. The S matrix of B~ (A I (<:/., A' 10<:/./) B'~ reaction is defined by references
35) and 36)
From Equations (2 ·18) and (2 ·19) we have
Therefore the S matrix becomes
where "I represents a hermite adjoint. Moreover, since the initial and the final states with the same boundary conditions are orthonormaP5), we
Thus we arrive at the final form of S matrix:
where Ei=ET((j.(A) +Er.(B) and E/=E1Ua!CA') +EI'>,CB'). From Equations (2·27), (2·28) , (2·29) and (2·30) we have
This equation means that the so-called initial interaction and the final interaction give the same result for the Born approximation. Generally, we can represent
and (2·28) and (2·30) can be calculated explicitly. Consequently Equations (2·27) and (2·29) give the general S matrix of the reaction including both elastic and inelastic scatterings taking account of antisymmetrization. § 3. Deuteron stripping reaction
VJ("(f. (A), V/{frtf (A') or the vacuum expectation values in Equations
As an example we apply the general method above mentioned to the deuteron stripping reaction. For the sake of comparison with other theories we assume that the two-body interaction among the nucleons depends only on the relative distance of a pair of nucleons.
In this simplified case we can treat proton and neutron as distinguishable particles. Therefore we introduce the proton field and the neutron field separately: 
As the ground state of deuteron is approximated by a pure S3 state, we obtain for the state of deuteron with the total momentum K and the z component flJ) of spin~ If V ktLTJ lP~,i~ (A) > 0 does not depend so sensitively on the momentum K, we shall be able to write the initial state in such a form as shown by Equation (2 ·18).
Writing V H " Po,iA (A) > 0 explicitly and examining each term we can easily obtain rf)
. A the condition under which Equation (2 ·15) is established. The condition is that both the target system lP~J~ (A) > 0 and the deuteron system lJlI(iLJ) (2) > 0 are so strongly localized around the origin and the center-of-mass of the deuteron, respectively, that their wave functions occupy very wide domain in the momentum space. As this condition seems to be realized by the system under consideration we can express the initial state in the following form, K. J.Vakamura and M. Soga (3 ·13) where
Similar result is also true for the :final state. When the emitted particle is proton and residual nucleus is left in a state m, we have
where (3 ·16) and the de:finition of Vkp!J-j is the same as Equation (3 ·11). According to the definition (2·20) of S matrix we can construct S matrix of (d, p) reaction from Equations (3 ·13) and (3 ·15), and we obtain
Equations (3·17) and (3·19) represent all the processes that occur in the (d,jJ) reaction, but hereafter we should like to omit the so-called "compound process" and treat only the Born term which gives a direct rearrangement reaction. VVe consider only the cases when the Born approximation is valid.
In accordance with the shell model we assume that the neutron is captured in one of the shell states of the target nucleus. Then the state of the residual nucleus can be expanded into a shell state of the captured neutron and the state of the target nucleus, 
where the suffixes I and F mean the initial and the final interaction formalism respectively. In order to obtain the final result we only need to calculate the expectation value of the initial interaction or the final interaction by the target state
§ 4<. Comparison with other theories
In order to compare the amplitude obtained in the preceding section with those of other theories we write the initial interaction and the final interaction explicitly as and
where q= Iql .
First we consider the final interaction formalism M F • Using the explicit form of the interaction (4·2) and putting for the target system the vacuum state** with the spin fA and its z component /lA, we obtain M F= 2..: G~f1j!111pD) (l~mp.ljjz) (jfAjzPA IfRPIl)
(4· 3) Q The Butler amplitude 2 ) MIl is obtained frum MF if we divide cp!;,,(K-k r ,) into two parts, one of which is related to the internal region and the other to the external regIOn,
where R is the radius separating the two regions, and we are interested only in the external region. Namely,
Moreover if the outgoing proton comes from the external region, the operator of the outgoing proton alrpfJ. j is exchanged by 2...~u%p(k~,)aT,oJpILf and we obtain the
direct stripping amplitude of Nagasaki's theory22),
As it is easily seen from Equation (4·3) that the Butler amplitude is obtained by neglect of the interaction between the deuteron and the target, it is natural to consider that the final proton wave comes from the external region. Experimental distribution of protons at small angles seems to be explained better by Nagasaki's amplitude than by the Butler amplitude.
If the target ljJ'o:~ (A) > 0 can be divided into a proton and the rest in the fo1-** By the vacuum state, we mean a state 1Jf>o where the operator 1Jf commutes with the interaction term and with any other particle operators. However, French neglects the proton-proton interaction, and then MF takes a simpler form 
M J becomes
K. Nakamura and M. Saga
"'" 
X {XClk'-CK/2)-Qi)+xClk'-(K/2)J)} .
In the nominations of Owen and Madansky MJ (direct) is the direct stripping ** ibid. 
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amplitude, but MJ(exchange) does not correspond to the heavy particle stripping amplitude. § 5. Angular distribution of emitted particles If the energy of the incident deuteron is low, the Born approximation is not valid inside the internal region. Therefore we only consider the external region by the Born term. F or simplicity we treat a special target composed of a loosely bound neutron and a hard core. This target nucleus seems to demonstrate the effect of antisymmetrization most clearly. Moreover, we assume that the spin of the hard core is zero. Therefore, the target and the residual nucleus may be expressed by 
HI},D'
and
defined in Equation (4·5). Now for simplicity, we assume IA=j=j' and l=l'=l". This is the case with such a target as 0 17 and a residual nucleus as F 18 or 0
•
Therefore we obtain the following final results:
In Equation (5·6) the 1st term gives the amplitude by Nagasaki's theory, the 2nd term gives the exchange amplitude by n-p force, the 3rd and the 4th give the direct and the exchange amplitudes by n-n force. In Equation (5·7), if we use the symmetry property of Clebsh-Gordan coefficient
the 1st and the 2nd terms give the amplitude by Nagasaki's theory, the 3rd and the 4th give the amplitude by the force between the proton of the incoming deuteron and a neutron of a target. Therefore, if the value of 21A-1n is even, (d, p) stripping reactions cannot occur by the mechanism which we consider here and if the value is odd the amplitude is larger by factor 2 than the ordinary one. As easily seen from Equations (5·6) 
As an illustration we calculate the angular distribution of 017 (d, jJ) 0 18 strjpping reaction. In this case l A =5/2, I B =O and l=2. Even in the simplest case of the two-body force of (J type, calculation of the exchange amplitude is not easy without the assumption that the spread of the deuteron wave function is negligibly small as compared with the radius of the target. The accompanying figures show the angular distribution curve of (1) the pure direct term, (2) the pure exchange term, (3) the cross term of direct and exchange amplitude and (4) the sum of (1), (2) and (3). The incident energy of deuteron is assumed to be 10 11eV ( Fig. 1 ) and 4 MeV (Fig. 2) , the binding energy of loosely bound neutron is assumed to be 4.143 MeV and then the final energy of emitted proton is 11.943 MeV and 5.943 MeV respectively. The nueler radius of 0 17 is assumed to be 3.96. 10--13 cm. From the result of the calculation we see that the exchange effect is of comparable order of magnitude with the direct part and modifies the shape of the angular distribution. § 6. Discussions
In the preceding sections we derived the general S matrix taking account of do -relative (4) dQ anti symmetrization of the total system and applied the method to the deuteron stripping reaction and showed by an example that the effect of antisymmetrization is appreciable. We took only the Born term into account but this procedure is not exactly correct even if we are interested in the external region, since the wave in the internal region may modify the wave in the external regIon. In order to refine the theory we should treat T matrix more exactly. One of the procedures to improve the theory may be to treat "compound process "21,22) by considering the This absolute value also depends on the radius R, that is, a small R gives a large value. The same features are also seen at 4Me V of the incident energy of the deuteron.
The peak of the angular distribution of emitted proton is shifted to the large angle part by about 20° or so in comparison with the case of 10 l\1e V.
In both case, we must mention, the exchange amplitude modifies the backward component of the total cross section curve, while the pure Butler amplitude falls down rather in the forward angle regIOn. And, if the radius R becomes larger, the exchange amplitude becomes of a large value in relative to the Butler Fig. 2 017(d, p) If the pure Butler amplitude is considered the wave of the emitted proton consists of j2CIK-kj· r) only, where K and k are the wave numbers of deuteron and proton. On the other hand, the exchange amplitude gives three kinds of waves of the emitted proton, namely joCIK-kl' r), j2CIK-kj· r) and j4CjK-kl· r); which suggests the possibility of the spin flip reactions 29 ) and the modification of the angular distribution at low incident energies. The 0 17 Cd, p) 0 18 reaction is one of the most typical reactions which is suitable to test the effect of antisymmetrization. Our method is also applicable to other target nuclei which have several extra nucleons. When the incident energy of the deuteron is so low that the final proton wave can be approximated by the distorted wave by means of the cloudy crystal ball modeP7), Equation (2·24) shows that the transition matrix is approximated by the distortion of the final wave without the distortion of the initial one. This is because we use the exact interaction VIe", ' Our method is most useful to treat the exchange character of two body interactions. In this case the interaction Hamiltonian is modified to where 7: is the charge spin operator, (j is the normal spin operator and P(7:;x;, 7: y ; (j;){;, cry) is the exchange operator of two-body interactions. The procedure of treating this term will not be changed substantially. The method proposed in this paper may be applied to many other types of reactions and may give the first step for refinement of the theory of nuclear reactions.
